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variability by novel statistical pattern
recognition methods
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Abstract
Feature extraction by time-series analysis and decision making through distance-based methods are powerful and effi-
cient statistical pattern recognition techniques for data-driven structural health monitoring. The motivation of this article
is to propose an innovative residual-based feature extraction approach based on AutoRegressive modeling and a novel
statistical distance method named as Partition-based Kullback–Leibler Divergence for damage detection and localization
by using randomly high-dimensional damage-sensitive features under environmental and operational variability. The key
novel element of the proposed feature extraction approach is to establish a two-stage offline and online learning algo-
rithms for extracting the residuals of AutoRegressive model as the main damage-sensitive features. This technique brings
the great benefit of reducing the computational time and storage space for feature extraction in long-term monitoring
conditions. The major contribution of Partition-based Kullback–Leibler Divergence method is to exploit a partitioning
strategy for dividing random features into individual partitions and utilize numerical information of partitioning in dis-
tance calculation rather than directly applying random samples. Dealing with the major challenging issue of using the
high-dimensional features in decision making and applicability to both correlated and uncorrelated random datasets are
the main advantages of Partition-based Kullback–Leibler Divergence method. The accuracy and reliability of the pro-
posed approaches are experimentally validated by two well-known benchmark structures. The stationarity and linearity
of measured vibration responses for using in AutoRegressive modeling are evaluated by two hypothesis tests.
Comparative studies are also conducted to demonstrate the superiority of the proposed methods over some exciting
state-of-the-art techniques. Results show that the methods presented here succeed in detecting and locating damage
and make time-saving and efficient tools for feature extraction and damage diagnosis.
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Introduction

Structural health monitoring (SHM) has become a
vital issue in the civil engineering community for
increasing structural safety, improving dynamic per-
formance, reducing maintenance costs, and providing
a proper operation for most of the important and
complex civil structures such as buildings, bridges,
railways, tunnels, and dams. Most of these systems
are still in service and essentially need to be main-
tained. Therefore, SHM is a great necessity for every
society, regardless of culture, geographical location,
and economic development.

The major aim of this active research area is to
assess the health and integrity of the structures and
then detect any probable damage by vibration data.1

For these purposes under a data-driven strategy, one
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only requires extracting meaningful and significant
characteristics known as damage-sensitive features
(DSFs) from vibration measurements and making a
decision for feature discrimination. In general, an SHM
strategy is decomposed into damage diagnosis and
prognosis. The former consists of the three main levels,
including early damage detection (level 1), damage
localization (level 2), and damage quantification (level
3). The latter is mainly intended to predict the remain-
ing service life of the structure.2 Because damage is an
inherently local phenomenon, hence, it is indispensable
to use more reliable features and robust methods for
the complicated levels of damage diagnosis such as
localization and quantification.

Vibration-based statistical time-series methods based
on statistical pattern recognition paradigm are effective
and powerful data-driven approaches to SHM applica-
tions, which consist of using random excitations and/or
vibration time-domain responses, feature extraction
through time-series analysis, and statistical decision
making for damage diagnosis.3 These methods rely
upon the fact that damage causes adverse changes in
the structural dynamics and seriously affects the mea-
sured vibration data. Unlike model-driven methods,
which are based on detailed physical or analytical mod-
els, statistical time-series methods only utilize vibration
time-domain data without any analytical modeling of
the structure or finite element model updating for
decreasing discrepancies between the real and analytical
models.4

Most of the vibration-based statistical time-series
methods generally consist of training (baseline) and
monitoring (inspection) phases.3 In the training period,
a baseline representation is established to extract DSFs
by modeling vibration data associated with a normal
condition of the structure through an appropriate time-
series model. The basic premise of feature extraction by
time-series analysis (modeling) is to fit the model of
interest to vibration time-domain data and extract
the model coefficients and residuals as the DSFs.5

Considering the stationary and linear vibration time-
domain measurements (i.e. excitations and/or
responses), AutoRegressive (AR),5,6 AutoRegressive
with eXogenous input (ARX),3,7 AutoRegressive and
AutoRegressive with eXogenous inputs (ARARX),8

AutoRegressive Moving Average (ARMA),9 and
AutoRegressive Moving Average with eXogenous
input (ARMAX)10 are appropriate time-series models
for feature extraction. On the contrary, the main objec-
tives of the monitoring period are to extract the same
type of DSFs for an unknown (current) structural state
and apply a statistical decision-making strategy for
damage diagnosis.

Environmental and operational variability (EOV)
are often available in most cases of realistic SHM

applications.2,11 Under such circumstances, one should
incorporate all possible EOV conditions into the train-
ing phase by means of a long-term monitoring in an
effort to have sufficient and comprehensive information
about the healthy states of the structure.12,13 Due to the
availability of different EOV conditions in the long-
term monitoring, a large number of baseline representa-
tions are obtainable depending upon the number of
measurements in the training period. Although the
establishment of many baseline models essentially aids
us to consider all possible EOV, it may make complex
and time-consuming processes for feature extraction
and decision making in the monitoring phase. This is
because one should apply each of the baseline represen-
tations to the unknown state of the structure in order
to extract the DSFs and diagnose the damage. Apart
from the complexity and being time-consuming, since
this kind of feature extraction lies in an offline learning
manner, it may produce DSFs with high levels of
dimensionality and very large volumes for storage as
main limitations.

On the other hand, the use of a robust method for
damage diagnosis is a significant topic in the SHM
community. Distance-based methods are taken into
account as influential and efficient statistical tools that
mainly determine the discrepancy between the DSFs of
the healthy and damaged conditions for early damage
detection, localization, and quantification. Some of
them are Mahalanobis distance;14,15 Kolmogorov–
Smirnov statistical test;16 damage indices such as
Deflection Coefficient (DC),17 Parametric Assurance
Criterion (PAC), and Residual Reliability Criterion
(RRC);5 and T2-statistic and Q-statistic.18 Although
most of the distance-based methods often succeed in
damage diagnosis, the problem of BIGDATA or appli-
cation of high-dimensional features becomes a demand-
ing and challenging issue in SHM.19

Considering all mentioned limitations and draw-
backs, this article proposes novel statistical pattern rec-
ognition methods for feature extraction and damage
diagnosis. First, an innovative residual-based feature
extraction (RBFE) approach is presented to extract the
residuals of AR model as the main DSFs from the
structural states in the training and monitoring phases.
It is, in general, a two-stage algorithm as a combination
of offline and online learning processes. In the offline
learning algorithm (the first stage), different baseline
representations as AR models are established for all
normal conditions in the training period by estimating
their coefficients via the non-recursive least squares
(LS) technique. Subsequently, the model residuals are
extracted as the healthy DSFs. For the online learning
algorithm (the second stage), once again, the model
coefficients are sequentially updated by the recursive
LS technique (from the first normal condition to the
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last one) to train an online baseline representation as an
adaptive AR model. Fitting this model to the vibration
time-domain response of the current state, the residual
sequences are extracted as the DSFs in the monitoring
phase. Unlike the conventional RBFE technique, which
lies in the offline learning algorithm in both the training
and monitoring phases, the key novel element of the
online learning algorithm is to avoid using a large num-
ber of baseline representations for extracting the DSFs
of the current structural state. This great benefit allows
the proposed RBFE method to be more time-saving
and efficient than the conventional technique. As
another advantage, the proposed method is efficiently
and sufficiently able to consider all possible EOV condi-
tions due to using an online learning strategy.

Second, a novel distance method named as Partition-
based Kullback–Leibler Divergence (PKLD) is pro-
posed to measure the discrepancy between the AR
model residuals between the undamaged and damaged
conditions for damage detection and localization. The
main contribution of this method is to partition the
high-dimensional correlated and/or uncorrelated time-
series datasets or DSFs into independent partitions and
utilize the numerical information of partitioning such as
the number of total partitions and the number of sam-
ples within each partition in distance calculation with-
out directly applying the random sequences of DSFs.
The experimental datasets of two well-known bench-
mark structures are utilized to validate the accuracy and
reliability of the proposed methods. Furthermore, many
comparative studies are conducted to demonstrate the
superiority of the methods over some existing state-of-
the-art techniques. Results indicate that the proposed
RBFE and PKLD methods are efficiently successful in
detecting and locating damage using the randomly high-
dimensional DSFs under EOV and make time-saving
tools for feature extraction and damage diagnosis.

Time-series analysis

Time-series analysis is a statistical tool that aims to ana-
lyze time-series measurements by fitting a mathematical
model. Considering the stationary and linear time-series
data, it is possible to apply different time-invariant lin-
ear stochastic representations, which typically consist of
input (eXogenous), output (AutoRegressive), and error
(Moving Average) polynomials. Combinations of these
terms make diverse time-invariant linear models such as
ARX, ARMA, ARARX, and ARMAX.20

AR model

Among all time-invariant linear representations, the
AR model is known as the simplest and most widely
used model class in the process of feature extraction for

some noticeable merits such as simplicity, the sensitivity
of its statistical characteristics to damage, independence
from excitation sources, and relevancy to system out-
puts.5 Assume that y(t) is an n-dimensional stationary
and linear vibration time-domain response at time t,
where t = 1, 2, . . . , n. The general formulation of AR
model is given by

y tð Þ =
Xp

i = 1

u ið Þy t � ið Þ + e tð Þ ð1Þ

where p represents the model order and
u = ½u1, u2, . . . , up� denotes the vector of AR coeffi-
cients. In addition, e(t) is a residual sequence (an unob-
servable random error) at time t. This quantity implies
the difference between the measured vibration time
series and the predicted one obtained by the AR model.

Model order determination

Determination of the model order plays a prominent
role in time-series analysis and feature extraction. This
is because an improper order causes an insufficient and
inaccurate model.21 In this case, the model cannot
appropriately capture the underlying physical system
dynamics, which may lead to the extraction of insensi-
tive or inaccurate DSFs.5 Akaike information criterion
(AIC) and Bayesian information criterion (BIC) are
well-known techniques for determining the model
order. In some cases, the AIC tends to determine unne-
cessary coefficients that may result in an overfitting
problem.22 To circumvent this limitation, the BIC
attempts to correct AIC’s tendency to overfit by intro-
ducing a more rigorous penalty term. For this reason,
BIC is applied to obtain the order of AR model in this
article. For an n-dimensional time series, the BIC equa-
tion is expressed as22

BIC= n ln ŝ2
e

� �
+ p ln nð Þ ð2Þ

where ŝ2
e represents the estimate of the residual var-

iance. To find out an optimum order, one should exam-
ine a wide range of orders (e.g. 1–100) and choose a
number that has the minimum BIC value.

Parameter estimation

Estimation of the unknown coefficients of AR model is
performed by the well-known LS technique, which is a
simple and robust approach to engineering applica-
tions. Regardless of the model building, one can use this
technique as non-recursive and recursive algorithms.23

Given c(t) = ½�y(t � 1), � y(t � 2), . . . , � y(t � p)�T as
the regression vector for the AR model, equation (1)
can be rewritten as follows20
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y tð Þ= cT tð Þu + e tð Þ ð3Þ

where cT(t)u is the vector inner product. The main goal
of the non-recursive LS technique is to minimize an
objective function under the assumption that all the
measured vibration data are available for processing at
one time. Based on the theory of prediction-error meth-
ods, the objective function for minimization is given
by20

F n =
1

n

Xn

t = 1

y tð Þ � cT tð Þu
� �2 ð4Þ

Therefore, it is minimized to determine an estimate
of u as follows

ûn = argminF n =
1

n

Xn

t = 1

c tð ÞcT tð Þ
 !�1

1

n

Xn

t = 1

c tð Þy tð Þ

ð5Þ

where ‘‘arg min’’ means the minimizing argument of the
function. For a compact form, equation (5) can be
expressed as

ûn =R�1 nð Þr nð Þ ð6Þ

where

r nð Þ =
1

n

Xn

t = 1

c tð Þy tð Þ ð7Þ

R nð Þ=
1

n

Xn

t = 1

c tð ÞcT tð Þ ð8Þ

Although the non-recursive algorithm is a widely
used approach, it is not a proper solution for a time-
varying process. In contrast, a recursive strategy pro-
duces an online estimation algorithm, which can reduce
the computational effort and adapt the model coeffi-
cients based on current and new measurements. Unlike
the non-recursive LS algorithm, which estimates u
based on the availability of all data samples, the recur-
sive LS approach is intended to estimate the model
coefficients at each time of the measurement. In other
words, this approach is based on updating the estimate
of u at time t when a new sample of data becomes avail-
able.24 On this basis, the recursive LS technique relies
upon the determination of R(t) and r(t) at time step t in
the following forms

r tð Þ= r t � 1ð Þ+ c tð Þy tð Þ ð9Þ

R tð Þ=R t � 1ð Þ+ c tð ÞcT tð Þ ð10Þ

Accordingly, the recursive estimate of u is expressed
as

û tð Þ=R�1 tð Þr tð Þ=R�1 tð Þ r t � 1ð Þ+ c tð Þy tð Þð Þ ð11Þ

which can be rewritten as follows

û tð Þ=R�1 tð Þ R t � 1ð Þû t � 1ð Þ + c tð Þy tð Þ
� �

=R�1 tð Þ R tð Þ � cT tð Þc tð Þ
� �

û t � 1ð Þ+ c tð Þy tð Þ
� �

ð12Þ

Therefore

û tð Þ= û t � 1ð Þ+R�1 tð Þc tð Þ y tð Þ � cT tð Þû t � 1ð Þ
� �

ð13Þ

To avoid inverting R(t) at each time step, it is conve-
nient to define P(t) as follows

P tð Þ=
1

l tð Þ P t � 1ð Þ � P t � 1ð Þc tð ÞcT tð ÞP t � 1ð Þ
l tð Þ+ cT tð ÞP t � 1ð Þc tð Þ

� �
ð14Þ

where l(t) denotes a scalar quantity known as weighted
or forgetting factor. Utilizing P(t) and l(t), the recur-
sive estimate of u at the time step t is given by20

û tð Þ= û t � 1ð Þ+G tð Þ y tð Þ � cT tð Þû t � 1ð Þ
� �

ð15Þ

in which

G tð Þ=
P t � 1ð Þc tð Þ

l tð Þ+ cT tð ÞP t � 1ð Þc tð Þ
ð16Þ

The gain, G(t), determines how much the current
prediction error affects the update of the coefficient
estimate. Furthermore, in order to begin the recursive
estimation, it is necessary to specify the initial estimate.
In case of no a priori knowledge of the coefficient vec-
tor u, the initial estimate û(t � 1) can be taken to be a
zero vector.25 Note that in both the non-recursive and
recursive LS techniques, the estimates of u (i.e. ûn and
û(t)) are p-dimensional vectors. Furthermore, the only
unknown parameter in equation (15) is the forgetting
factor l(t), which aims at alleviating the effect of older
measurements on the new parameter estimation.20 In
this article, the following formulation is applied to
choose a constant forgetting factor for the recursive LS
estimation26

l tð Þ= l0l t � 1ð Þ+ 1� l0 ð17Þ

where l0 \ 1 and l(0) \ 1 are the initial selections of
the forgetting factor. According to Mikleš and Fikar,27

these values are in the range of 0.95 to 0.99.
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A two-stage RBFE method

Feature extraction by time-series modeling can be gen-
erally classified as the coefficient-based and residual-
based algorithms. The former is based on estimating
the model coefficients of the structural states in the
training and monitoring stages by using orders that are
usually obtained from the normal conditions. On the
contrary, the latter relies upon extracting the model
residuals in both phases through the model orders and
coefficients gained by the normal conditions during the
training period. The fact beyond the RBFE algorithm
is that the time-series model used for the normal condi-
tion will no longer correctly predict the response of the
structure associated with the monitoring phase in case
of damage occurrence. Therefore, the model residuals
for the damaged structure will increase. Despite many
applications of the coefficients of time-series models to
feature extraction, the major advantage of the RBFE
algorithm is that no order determination and parameter
estimation are performed in the monitoring phase,
which makes it more beneficial than the coefficient-
based feature extraction scheme. It is important to
mention that the word ‘‘state’’ throughout this article
refers to the EOV and structural conditions (i.e. unda-
maged and/or damaged).

Stage I: offline learning for the training phase

Assume that the structural states SA, SB, . . . , SL repre-
sent the normal conditions of the structure under differ-
ent EOV in the training phase. Moreover, it is supposed
that yA(t), yB(t), . . . , yL(t) are their sample vibration
time-domain responses. The first stage of the proposed
RBFE method is an offline learning strategy that ini-
tially establishes an individual baseline representation
as an AR model for each structural state designated by
MA,MB, . . . ,ML and then extracts the model residuals
eAA, eBB, . . . , eLL in an offline way as follows

eAA tð Þ = yA tð Þ �
Xpm

i = 1

uA ið ÞyA t � ið Þ

eBB tð Þ = yB tð Þ �
Xpm

i = 1

uB ið ÞyB t � ið Þ

..

.

eLL tð Þ= yL tð Þ �
Xpm

i = 1

uL ið ÞyL t � ið Þ

ð18Þ

where uA, uB, . . . , uL are the coefficients of AR models
associated with the states SA, SB, . . . , SL. Moreover, if
considered that pA, pB, . . . , pL are the different orders
for the AR models concerning the mentioned states, pm
denotes the mean of these amounts. The main reason

for using the mean order instead of the model order of
each state will be discussed in the next section. For the
offline learning stage, these coefficients are estimated
by the non-recursive LS technique. Each of the residual
vectors of the states SA, SB, . . . , SL at each sensor (i.e.
eAA = ½eAA(1) . . . eAA(n)�, eBB = ½eBB(1) . . . eBB(n)�, . . . , eLL =

½eLL(1) . . . eLL(n)�) are used as the healthy DSFs regard-
ing the training period. It is worth mentioning that the
same offline learning strategy is available in the conven-
tional RBFE technique.

Stage II: online learning for the monitoring phase

Consider an unknown or current structural state SU in
the monitoring phase. The conventional RBFE tech-
nique utilizes each of the baseline representations (i.e.
MA,MB, . . . ,ML) in the training period to extract the
residual vector of the current state as follows

euj tð Þ= yu tð Þ �
Xpm

i = 1

uj ið Þyu t � ið Þ, j = A,B, . . . , L

ð19Þ

where yu(t) represents the vibration time-domain
response of the current state and euj(t) denotes the resi-
dual sequence of this state with regard to SA, SB, . . . , SL.
Accordingly, the model residuals of SU are extracted by
driving the current vibration data through each baseline
representation of the training phase. In other words,
euA¼ ½euA(1) . . . euA(n)�, euB ¼ ½euB(1) . . . euB(n)�, . . . , euL ¼ ½euL

(1) . . . euL(n)�) represent the DSFs of the monitoring
phase. Hence, one can deduce that the conventional
RBFE technique exploits two offline algorithms in both
the training and monitoring phases for feature extrac-
tion. The process of damage detection in this technique
relies upon comparing the residual sets of the current
state (euA, euB, . . . , euL) with their counterparts (i.e.
euA vs: eAA, euB vs: eBB, . . . , euL vs: eLL) associated with
the normal conditions used in the training stage
through a statistical decision-making approach.28 In
this regard, any deviation of the current state from the
normal conditions is indicative of damage occurrence.3

For the sake of convenience, Figure 1 depicts the sche-
matic representation of the conventional RBFE tech-
nique used in the monitoring phase.

Despite considering all possible EOV conditions in
the conventional RBFE technique, its major disadvan-
tage is to use a relatively large number of baseline mod-
els in the monitoring phase for extracting the DSFs of
the current structural state. On the other hand, the
EOV may not be incorporated appropriately due to
having an offline learning process. In contrast, the cen-
tral idea behind the proposed RBFE method is to
exploit an online learning algorithm for extracting the
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DSFs of the current state by training an online base-
line representation as an adaptive AR model in the
training phase and applying it for the monitoring
period. On this basis, one can efficiently track the
natural changes in the normal conditions and con-
tinuously incorporate all possible EOV into the online
baseline model.

To attain this aim, the AR model coefficients of the
first structural state (SA) are initially estimated by the
non-recursive LS technique and used as the initial infor-
mation for the recursive estimation of SB. In the follow-
ing, the model coefficients of the remaining normal
conditions (SB, . . . , SL) are sequentially updated by
means of the recursive LS technique as follows

ûB tð Þ = uA tð Þ+GB tð Þ yB tð Þ � cT
B tð ÞuA tð Þ

� 	
ûC tð Þ= ûB tð Þ+GC tð Þ yC tð Þ � cT

C tð ÞûB tð Þ
h i

..

.

ûL tð Þ= ûL�1 tð Þ+GL tð Þ yL tð Þ � cT
L tð ÞûL�1 tð Þ

h i
ð20Þ

where ûB(t), ûC(t), . . . , ûL�1(t), ûL(t) represent the pm-
dimensional vectors of the coefficients of the adaptive
AR models in the states SB, SC, . . . , SL�1, SL. Moreover,
uA(t) denotes the non-recursive estimation of the AR
model coefficients in SA. It is important to mention that
the initial estimate of each state in the recursive algo-
rithm corresponds to the estimate of the model coeffi-
cients associated with the previous state. Although it is
possible to take the initial estimates of the recursive
process as zero quantities, this may not lead to an opti-
mal solution.23 Furthermore, when the estimate of the
model coefficients regarding the previous structural
state is chosen as the initial information (estimate) on
the new state in the recursive algorithm, this selection

highly improves tracking the EOV conditions in the
training phase.

As the other note, it can be realized from equation
(20) that the final (online) baseline representation M̂L

for the structural state SL is able to consider all possible
EOV conditions during the training period. It is also
noteworthy that the main reason for using the mean
order pm is related to the presence of terms
cT

B(t)uA(t),cT
C(t)uB(t), . . . ,cT

L (t)uL�1(t) in the algo-
rithm of recursive estimation so that both the regres-
sion and coefficient vectors should have the same
dimension. Typically, one can determine different
orders for the normal conditions in the training phase
(pA, pB, . . . , pL). From equation (20), it is apparent that
the recursive estimate of the model coefficients in each
state depends on its regression vector and the coeffi-
cient vector of the previous state. If these vectors con-
tain different orders, one cannot solve the recursive LS
formulation due to the mathematical inconsistency. As
a result, one should utilize the average of pA, pB, . . . , pL

in the process of parameter estimation. For the moni-
toring phase, the model residuals regarding the current
state of the structure are extracted based on this model
in the following form

êuL tð Þ = yu tð Þ �
Xpm

i = 1

ûL ið Þyu t � ið Þ ð21Þ

Hence, the residual vector at each sensor,
êuL = ½êuL(1), . . . , êuL(n)�, is used as the DSF of the cur-
rent state in the monitoring phase. The schematic rep-
resentation of the proposed RBFE method based on an
online learning strategy is shown in Figure 2.

A simple comparison between Figures 1 and 2
reveals that the proposed RBFE method consists of an
offline–online learning strategy, whereas the conven-
tional RBFE technique includes an offline–offline

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the conventional RBFE technique used in the monitoring phase.
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framework. The online learning algorithm allows the
proposed method to use only one baseline representa-
tion, rather than utilizing all baseline models learned in
the training phase, for extracting the residuals of the
current state. This benefit leads to a cost-efficient
RBFE approach and reduces the computation time
and storage space. In a similar manner to the conven-
tional RBFE technique, the process of damage detec-
tion in the online scheme of the proposed RBFE
method is based on the comparison of êuL with each of
the residual vectors eAA, eBB, . . . , eLL. In fact, the use of
residual vector êuL facilitates the process of damage
detection in such a way that instead of applying differ-
ent and many residual vectors euA, euB, . . . , euL, it is
only required using one residual vector in the monitor-
ing stage.

PKLD method

Definition and theory

Distance methods are powerful statistical tools for mea-
suring the similarity or discrepancy between two sets of
samples. If the samples of interest to be time series, it is
often difficult to introduce a robust statistical distance
method for measuring the similarity. This is because
time series are essentially high-dimensional data and
their direct application causes a major obstacle to the

decision-making procedure.29 To overcome this limita-
tion, the PKLD method has been proposed to establish
a univariate similarity measure as a universal diver-
gence estimator for randomly correlated continuous
distributions.30

The great benefit of this method is to measure the
similarity of randomly high-dimensional time-series
datasets. For this purpose, it exploits a data-
partitioning algorithm for dividing random sequences
into independent partitions. On this basis, it only uti-
lizes the number of samples within each partition in the
distance computation rather than applying the original
random values. Furthermore, this algorithm not only
enables the PKLD method to address the major limita-
tion of using the high-dimensional data but also allows
it to treat as a dimensionality reduction approach. As
the other advantage, this method is capable of comput-
ing the distance of both correlated and uncorrelated
random sets.

Partitioning of the random variables in the PKLD
method is based upon maximum entropy approach.31

To implement this process, the residual vector of the
current state (êuL) is arranged in ascending order in
such a way that it begins with the minimum residual
sequence and ends with the maximum one.
Accordingly, the arranged vector êuL is divided into c
partitions H1,H2, . . . ,Hc through the maximum
entropy approach in the following form31

Figure 2. Schematic representation of the proposed RBFE method in the monitoring phase using the online learning algorithm
during the training period.
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êuL minj <H1<êuL b




êuL r�1ð Þb


 \Hr<êuL rbð Þ



 , r = 2, 3, . . . , c� 1

êuL b c�1ð Þ


 \Hc<êuL maxj

ð22Þ

In this equation, b denotes the number of samples in
each partition of êuL empirically expressed as b = nz <

n, where z is normally equal to 0.5.30 In such case, the
number of partitions is given by c = n/b. It is impor-
tant to mention that b and c should be positive integers.
For the positive non-integers (decimal), one needs to
round them off to the nearest integer less than or equal
to themselves. With such information, the equation of
PKLD method is given by30

D ejjjjêuL
� �

=
Xc�1

r = 1

nr

n
� log nr

b

� �
+

nc

n
� log nc

b + ngc

� �
ð23Þ

where ejj denotes the residual vector of the jth normal
condition, j = A,B, . . . , L. Moreover, n is the number of
sequences from ejj (e.g. eAA, eBB, . . . , eLL) that falls into
the domain of each partition of êuL. To determine this
amount, for example, assume that the rth partition of
the arranged êuL is 0.05 \ Hr < 0.5. In this regard, it is
attempted to find the residual sequences of ejj that fall
into this domain. It is significant to point out that one
does not need to arrange ejj in either ascending or des-
cending order. Furthermore, gc = (n 2 b.c)/n is the
correction factor for the last partition of êuL, and nc rep-
resents the number of samples in the last partition of ejj.

Damage diagnosis strategy

To identify the location of damage, one needs to com-
pute the PKLD quantity at each sensor between ejj and
êuL. To achieve this goal, one can define a damage loca-
lization vector (DLV) as follows

DLV= D ejjjjêuL
� �

1
D ejjjjêuL
� �

2
� � � D ejjjjêuL

� �
ns

� 	
ð24Þ

where ns denotes the number of sensors mounted on
the structure. In equation (16), each element of DLV

represents a PKLD value at a sensor location.
Although the largest PKLD quantity is more likely rep-
resentative of the damage location, a robust way to
make sure of locating damage is to define a threshold
limit. One common method for the determination of
this limit is to use statistical confidence interval.9

Accordingly, a threshold value can be defined as the
upper bound of the confidence interval of the DLV

quantities under a significance limit as follows32

t = mDLV + Za
2
, ns�1

sDLVffiffiffiffiffi
ns
p

� �
ð25Þ

where mDLV and sDLV are the mean and standard
deviation of DLV amounts, respectively. Moreover,
Za/2,ns21 is the 1 – a/2 critical value of the distribution
of DLV with ns – 1 degrees of freedom. Appling 5%
significance limit (a = 0.05), the threshold value in
equation (25) is based on 95% confidence interval of
the DLV amounts. On this basis, Za/2,ns21 is equal to
1.96, and the formulation of the threshold value is
given by

t = mDLV + 1:96
sDLVffiffiffiffiffi

ns
p

� �
ð26Þ

To locate damage based on the methodology of
threshold estimation, the sensor location regarding the
PKLD quantity greater than the threshold limit is iden-
tified as the damaged area of the structure. After per-
forming the process of damage localization, one can
qualitatively estimate the level of damage severity. This
only needs to compare the distance values of different
damaged conditions at the damaged area of the struc-
ture. The smallest and largest PKLD amounts are indi-
cative of the lowest and highest damage severities,
respectively.

Experimental benchmark model I: three-
story laboratory frame

In order to demonstrate the accuracy and performance
of the proposed methods, a well-known benchmark
model in the SHM community is applied as the first
experimental example. It is a three-story laboratory
frame constructed at the Los Alamos National
Laboratory33 as depicted in Figure 3. The laboratory
model was constructed from aluminum columns
(height 177 mm, width 25 mm, and thickness 6 mm)
and aluminum plates (length 305 3 305 mm2, and
thickness 25 mm). At each floor, four aluminum col-
umns were connected to the top and bottom of the alu-
minum plate assembled using bolted joints.

A random vibration load was applied by means of
an electrodynamic shaker to the base floor along the
centerline of the frame. The structure was instrumented
with four accelerometers (sensors 2–5) mounted at the
centerline of each floor on the opposite side from the
excitation source to measure acceleration time histories.
The signals of the sensors were sampled at 320 Hz for
the duration of 25.6 s discretized into 8192 data sam-
ples (n = 8192) at a 0.003125-s time interval. A center
column (height 150 mm and cross-section
25 3 25 mm2) was suspended from the third floor and
contacted to a bumper mounted on the second floor in
order to simulate structural damage.

The source of damage was a simulation of breathing
cracks to produce nonlinear behavior through opening
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and closing under excitation forces. On this basis, dif-
ferent damage scenarios were defined by adjusting the
bumper position to the suspended column. The accel-
eration time-domain responses at all floors and base
were measured under 17 structural state conditions as
presented in Table 1. In this article, the structural states
1 to 9 are allocated to the training period, which these
are equivalent to SA, . . . , SL. In contrast, each of the
structural conditions 10 to 17 is considered as the cur-
rent state of the frame (SU) in the monitoring stage. To
increase the reliability of results for the feature extrac-
tion and damage localization, 50 test measurements
(tests) of each state are employed in both training and
monitoring periods.

AR modeling

Before investigating the results, it would be preferable
to show the reason for choosing AR model for the pro-
cess of feature extraction. A reliable and certain way of
identifying the AR representation is to use Leybourne–
McCabe (LMC) hypothesis test.34 In essence, this test
assesses the null hypothesis that a univariate time series
is a trend stationary AR process against the alternative
that it is a non-stationary autoregressive integrated

moving average (ARIMA) process. To put it another
way, if the test does not reject the null hypothesis, one
can argue that the time-series data not only are station-
ary but also conform to the AR process. The decision
on the LMC test yields some numerical evidence such
as a probability value (p-value), a test statistic (QLMC),
and a critical value (c-value). These numerical amounts
rely upon the significance limit (a) in such a way that if
the test statistic is less than the critical value
(QLMC \ c-value), there is insufficient evidence for the
rejection of the null hypothesis. This means that the
AR model is an accurate choice for time-series data.

Figure 4 illustrates the LMC test statistics for the
1st, 10th, 25th, and 50th test measurements in all struc-
tural state conditions. It should be mentioned that the
c-value corresponds to 0.1460 by choosing 5% signifi-
cance limit. As Figure 4 appears, all test statistics of the
LMC hypothesis test are less than the c-value.
Therefore, the acceleration time histories of all struc-
tural conditions in the training and monitoring stages
conform to the AR process.

In addition to the stationarity of time series, the
other fundamental principle of using the AR model is
the linearity of data. The process of feature extraction
by the AR representation (and the other time-invariant
linear models) lies in the fact that the normal conditions
of the structure used in the training stage should behave
in initially linear manner.35 In other words, when the
vibration time-domain responses of the structural con-
ditions in the training phase are non-stationary and/or
nonlinear, it is not suitable to employ the time-invariant
linear representations for feature extraction.36 With
these descriptions, one attempts to discern whether the
vibration time-domain responses in the states 1 to 9 are
linear. To achieve this aim, a hypothesis test under the
null hypothesis of linearity of time series is introduced
that generally relies upon the third-order moment and
Bootstrap technique.37 This test yields two scalar
amounts, including a test statistic (QNL) and a c-value.
Applying the significance level a, if the test statistic is
larger than the c-value, the test rejects the null hypoth-
esis in the sense that the time-series data are nonlinear;

Figure 3. The three-story laboratory benchmark frame.33

Table 1. The structural state conditions of the laboratory frame.

States Condition Description

1 Undamaged Baseline condition without damage and EOV
2–3 Undamaged Simulated operational variability by adding a concentrated mass (1.2 kg) on the base and first floors
4–9 Undamaged Simulated environmental variability by decreasing structural stiffness at the first, second, and third floors
10–14 Damaged Nonlinear damage (Gap = 0.20, 0.15, 0.13, 0.10, and 0.05 mm)
15–17 Damaged Nonlinear damage (Gap = 0.20, 0.20, and 0.10 mm) with simulated operational variability at the base

and first floors

EOV: environmental and operational variability.
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otherwise, one can realize the linearity of data. Figure 5
illustrates the linearity evaluation of the vibration
responses of some undamaged conditions in the 1st,
10th, 25th, and 50th test measurements.

To determine the amounts of QNL and c-values of
the hypothesis test, the numbers of third-order moment
lags and Bootstrap replications correspond to 5 and
1000, respectively. Moreover, the c-values are gained by
the 5% significance level. The observations in Figure 5
reveal that all quantities of QNL are smaller than the c-
values. This result implies that the stationary vibration
responses of the undamaged states 1, 3, 5, and 9 are lin-
ear. Hence, it can be concluded that the choice of AR
model for feature extraction is reasonable. It is impor-
tant to point out that the same conclusion is obtainable
for the other tests and the other undamaged conditions.

Using the BIC method, one can determine the model
order at each sensor of the structural states 1 to 9 in the
training phase. As a sample, Figure 6 illustrates the BIC
values and the obtained AR orders at the sensors 2 and
5 of the state 1 in the first test measurement. To select
these orders, AR(1), AR(2), . . . , AR(100) are initially
fitted to each of the vibration responses of the sensors 2
and 5. Subsequently, 100 BIC values are calculated by
equation (2). Among all BIC quantities, a number that
gives the smallest value is chosen as the order of AR
model. As can be seen, the model orders of the vibra-
tion responses at the sensors 2 and 5, which are identi-
cal to 62 and 57, have the smallest BIC amounts. After
determining the AR model orders at all sensors of the

normal conditions, one should compute their mean
orders (pm) as shown in Figure 7.

With regard to the mean orders, one can estimate
the coefficients of AR models by using the non-
recursive and recursive LS techniques for the offline
and online learning stages, respectively. In the recursive
estimation, the initial selection of forgetting factor (l0)
is set to 0.99. Note that smaller value of the forgetting
factor may produce large variations in the parameter
estimation.38 Applying this initial value, the forgetting
factors for the structural states 2 to 9 correspond to
0.9901, 0.9902, 0.9903, 0.9904, 0.9905, 0.9906, 0.9907,
and 0.9908, respectively. Since the recursive estimation
in the online learning algorithm begins with the first
state, one does not need to assign the forgetting factor
to this normal condition.

Feature extraction

In the following, an online baseline representation at
each sensor is established to use in the monitoring
phase. For this aim, the coefficients of AR model in the
states 2 to 9 (SB, . . . , SL) are sequentially updated to
learn M̂L as an adaptive AR model in the last normal
condition of the training period. The main characteris-
tic of the recursive estimation is the ability to track
time-varying processes.20,26 On this basis, one attempts
to demonstrate the superiority of the recursive estima-
tion in the online learning algorithm associated with
the proposed RBFE method over the non-recursive

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4. The test statistics of LMC hypothesis test in all structural state conditions: (a) 1st test measurement, (b) 10th test
measurement, (c) 25th test measurement, and (d) 50th test measurement.
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estimation of the offline learning framework regarding
the conventional RBFE technique in tracking the nor-
mal conditions for considering all possible EOV. For
this aim, Figure 8 compares the AR model coefficients
estimated by the non-recursive (left plots) and the
recursive (right plots) LS techniques. Figure 8(a) and

(b) indicates the variations in the coefficients of AR
models at the sensor 2 of the states 1 and 2, for which
the operational variability was simulated by adding a
1.2-kg concentrated mass at the base. Furthermore,
Figure 8(c) and (d) demonstrates the changes in the
model coefficients at the sensor 3 between the states 1

Figure 5. Assessment of the linearity of the acceleration time histories in some undamaged conditions based on the 1st, 10th,
25th, and 50th test measurements (S2–S5 refer to the sensors 2–5).

(a) (b)

Figure 6. Determination of the AR model order by the BIC method in the first test measurement of the state 1: (a) sensor 2 and
(b) sensor 5.
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and 4, for which the environmental effect was consid-
ered by decreasing the structural stiffness at the first
floor.

The observations in Figure 8(a) show that there are
very small differences between the AR model coeffi-
cients estimated by the non-recursive LS technique in
the first and second structural states, whereas Figure
8(b) clearly reveals the considerable discrepancies
between the coefficients of adaptive AR models in these
conditions. The same conclusions are observable in
Figure 8(c) and (d). Note that the coefficients of adap-
tive AR model (the final baseline representation) in
Figure 8(d) are obtained by the recursive LS technique
from the states 1 to 4, which means that the model coef-
ficients for the states 2 and 3 also collaborate to reach
the coefficients depicted in that figure. Eventually, all
observations in Figure 8 convey this important conclu-
sion that the recursive estimation process available in
the online learning algorithm of the proposed RBFE
method not only reduces the establishment of many
baseline representations to use in the monitoring phase
but also tracks the EOV conditions more appropriate
than the non-recursive estimation approach. Therefore,
the proposed online learning algorithm provides a great

opportunity to track the normal structural states for
incorporating all possible EOV conditions. It is worth-
while remarking that the current conclusion does not
mean that the non-recursive approach is unable to give
accurate and reliable estimates even under EOV condi-
tions, but from a comparative aspect, it is observed that
the recursive estimation is better than the non-recursive
approach in terms of tracking the time-varying
conditions.

As another comparison, Table 2 compares the effi-
ciency of the conventional and proposed RBFE meth-
ods in some issues including the number of baseline
models and time required for extracting the AR model
residuals of a current state during the monitoring
period. This comparison is carried out by a computer
with the specifications of Intel� Core i7-3770, 3.40–
3.90 GHz CPU, 16GB RAM. Moreover, the measure-
ment of time for extracting the residual sequences is
implemented on the state 10. Figure 10 shows the used
spaces in the Hard Disk Drive (HDD) of the computer
for the storage of the DSFs of the state 10 gained by
the conventional and proposed RBFE techniques in
one test measurement and all test measurements.

Since the proposed RBFE method only utilizes a
baseline representation originated from the online
learning of the normal conditions, it needs a very short
computational time and a few HDD storage spaces for
the extraction of DSFs as shown in Table 2 and Figure
9. Furthermore, the other advantage of this method is
that there is no need for identifying the environmental
condition in the monitoring stage. Note that the same
conclusions are obtainable for the other structural con-
ditions in the monitoring period (the states 11–17).
Thus, one can deduce that the proposed RBFE method
is highly cost-efficient and time-saving compared to the
conventional technique.

In order to assess the sensitivity of the AR model
residuals to damage, Figure 10 indicates the variations
of the residual norms between the healthy (the states 1–
9 of the training phase) and damaged (the states 10–17
of the monitoring) conditions. For this purpose, the

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 7. The mean orders of AR models by considering all
normal conditions of the training phase: (a) sensor 2, (b) sensor
3, (c) sensor 4, and (d) sensor 5.

Table 2. Comparison of the efficiency of the conventional and
proposed RBFE methods.

Method Number of
baseline
models

Time (s)

One
measurement

All
measurements

Conventional
RBFE

9 59 2864

Proposed RBFE 1 6 300

RBFE: residual-based feature extraction.
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residual norms at all sensors and all test measurements
are computed so that the samples 1 to 450 (i.e. number
of normal conditions 3 number of test measurements)
belong to the states 1 to 9 and the remaining 400 sam-
ples (i.e. number of current states 3 number of test

measurements) from 451 to 850 are related to the states
10 to 17.

As Figure 10 appears, there are large increases in the
residual norms of the structural states regarding the
monitoring phase at all sensor locations, which are

(a) (b)

Figure 9. HDD used spaces for the storage of the DSFs of the state 10 obtained from the conventional and proposed RBFE
methods: (a) one test measurement and (b) all test measurements.

(a) (b)

(b) (c)

Figure 8. The coefficients of AR(66) and AR(65) estimated by the non-recursive (left) and recursive (right) LS techniques: (a)–(b)
sensor 2 of the states 1 and 2, and (c)–(d) sensor 3 of the states 1 and 4.
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indicative of damage occurrence in the states 10 to 17.
This conclusion proves the sensitivity of AR model resi-
duals extracted from the proposed RBFE method to
damage and demonstrates the ability of the online
learning algorithm to provide significant DSFs without
using a large number of baseline representations.

Damage diagnosis

To locate damage, one needs to partition the residual
vectors of the current states. By selecting z = 0.5 and
considering 8192 residual sequences (n) of the arranged

êuL, the number of samples (b) of each partition in the
states 10 to 17 corresponds to 90.5096, which needs to
round this quantity to the nearest integer. Therefore,
the number of samples of each partition is identical to
90. Moreover, the number of partitions becomes
91.0222, which should be round to 91 for obtaining a
positive integer. These amounts mean that the arranged
residual vectors of the states 10 to 17 are divided into
91 partitions so that the first 90 partitions consist of 90
residual sequences, with the exception of the last parti-
tion that consists of 92 samples. Using these values, the
correction factor (gc) corresponds to 0.0002.

Subsequently, it is necessary to determine the num-
ber of samples regarding the residual vectors of the
normal conditions. For example, Figure 11 shows the
amounts of n for the model residuals of the first state
(eAA) by using the partitioning domains of the residual
datasets of the sensors 2 to 5 regarding the state 10.
Once the sample and partition numbers (b, n, nc, gc,
and c) have been determined, these positive amounts
are utilized in the PKLD equation to establish DLV for
damage localization. It is important to mention that
the bumper as the source of damage is situated near the
sensor 4 (see Figure 3). Therefore, one attempts to dis-
cern whether the PKLD method is able to identify the
location of this sensor as the damaged area of the
laboratory frame.

By repeating the distance calculation 50 times,
Figure 12 illustrates the results of damage localization

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 11. Partitioning of the residual vectors of the state 1 for determining n: (a) sensor 2, (b) sensor 3, (c) sensor 4, and
(d) sensor 5.

Figure 10. The sensitivity of the AR model residuals obtained
by the proposed RBFE method to damage in the frame.
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for the structural states 10 to 17. In this regard, the
mean of distance values between the residual vectors of
the current state and all normal conditions (i.e.
êuL vs: eAA, eBB, . . . , eLL) is used and depicted as the
final result in Figure 12. Each plot of this figure con-
tains 50 PKLD values at each sensor location, implying
the use of 50 test measurements. In addition, the
dashed black arrows illustrate the threshold limits
gained by equation (26).

It is apparent from Figure 12 that the PKLD quanti-
ties of the sensor 4 in all damaged conditions exceed
the threshold limits, which means that the location of
this sensor is indicative of the damaged area of the
laboratory frame. Furthermore, all test measurements

in the states 10 to 17 approximately have the same
PKLD values, implying the accuracy and robustness of
damage localization results. As the other salient conclu-
sion, one can observe that the PKLD method is capa-
ble of identifying the location of damage under
different damage severity levels, particularly in the
small damage scenarios concerning the states 10, 15,
and 16. Moreover, the observations in Figure 12 indi-
cate that the EOV do not have any influence on the
process of damage localization.

To demonstrate the superiority of the proposed
PKLD method in the process of damage localization, it
is compared with the state-of-the-art Kolmogorov–
Smirnov Statistical Distance (KSSD) and
Mahalanobis-Squared Distance (MSD) techniques.
Note that the same procedures and details (i.e. using 50
test measurements and threshold determination by
95% confidence interval of DLV, etc.) as the PKLD
method are used for the KSSD technique. The results
of damage localization via the KSSD are shown in
Figure 13. From this figure, one can discern that the
KSSD technique succeeds in locating damage for most
of the damaged conditions with the exception of the
small damage scenarios such as the states 10 and 16. It
is observed in the plots of these states that the false
alarm or Type I errors have occurred. Without using
the threshold limits, it can be seen that the decision
about locating damage in the state 15 is slightly diffi-
cult. Therefore, the comparison of the PKLD and
KSSD methods confirms that the former is superior to
the latter, particularly in the small damage scenarios.

For the comparison between the PKLD and MSD
method, it should be mentioned that the PKLD is a
univariate approach, whereas the MSD is known as a
multivariate statistical distance. Unlike the PKLD and
KSSD that compute the distance between two vectors
of DSFs (the residual vectors of the undamaged and
damaged conditions), the MSD needs to utilize two
multivariate datasets of DSFs (the matrices of residual
samples associated with the undamaged and damaged
states). In this regard, one can construct a matrix with
the dimension of (8192 3 50) at each sensor for each
of the structural states 1 to 17, where 8192 denotes the
number of residual sequences and 50 refers to the num-
ber of test measurements. Based on the multivariate
datasets or the residual matrices of the states 1 to 9 in
the training phase, it can be determined nine mean vec-
tors of (50 3 1) and nine covariance matrices of
(50 3 50) at each sensor.

Using the multivariate residual datasets of each
damaged condition along with the mean vectors and
covariance matrices of the states 1 to 9, one can calcu-
late nine distance vectors, each of which includes 8192
distance samples. Eventually, it is possible to obtain a
distance vector of MSD amounts at each sensor by

Figure 12. Damage localization by the PKLD method in the
states 10 to 17 by considering 50 test measurements.
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computing the average of the nine distance vectors.
Figure 14 indicates the results of damage localization
obtained from the MSD technique for the states 10 to
17 based on the AR model residuals extracted from the
proposed RBFE method. In this figure, the dashed
arrow of each plot is the threshold value gained by the
95% confidence interval of 32,768 MSD quantities
from the sensors 2 to 5 (i.e. 4 3 8192).

The observations in Figure 14 reveal that the major-
ity of the MSD values at the sensor 4 exceed the thresh-
old limits, which means that the location of this sensor
is indicative of the damaged area of the laboratory
frame. Furthermore, it is seen that the MSD amounts
of the other sensors are under the threshold limits,
implying the undamaged areas. Despite the capability
of the conventional MSD technique to identify the
location of damage, one can discern some Type I and
Type II errors in the results of damage localization.
Therefore, the comparison between the PKLD and
MSD demonstrates that although both of them are
suitable for locating damage, the former provides more
accurate results than the latter.

In addition to the process of damage localization, it
is important to evaluate whether the proposed PKLD
method suffers from the false alarm or Type I errors in
the undamaged conditions. For this purpose, the adap-
tive AR model (M̂L) at each sensor is separately fitted
to the measured vibration responses of the states 1 to 9
in order to extract the model residuals. Under such cir-
cumstances, it is assumed that each of the normal con-
ditions is equivalent to a current state. By extracting
the residual sets of the states 1 to 9, each of which cor-
responds to êuL, and utilizing the residual vectors
eAA, . . . , eLL obtained from the same states in the off-
line learning step, Figure 15 depicts the mean of the
PKLD quantities between êuL and eAA, . . . , eLL at the
sensors 2 to 5 based on 50 test measurements.
Furthermore, the dashed lines in this figure refer to the
threshold values obtained from equation (26).

As can be seen, the PKLD values of all sensors in the
states 1 to 9 are approximately in the range of 1.8 to
1.85. In Figure 15, the majority of the distance amounts
are under the threshold limits, which are representative
of the undamaged areas and the lack of damage occur-
rence in the laboratory frame, and inconsiderable Type
I errors are also observable. To finalize the comparison
among the PKLD, KSSD, and MSD, Table 3 presents
the percentages of false alarm or Type I errors caused
by these techniques in the states 1 to 9. The values in
Table 3 reveal that the proposed PKLD method has the
smaller false alarm errors in comparison with the state-
of-the-art KSSD and MSD techniques. Among them,
the KSSD suffers from the highest Type I errors and
the MSD contains smaller false alarm errors than the

KSSD. Eventually, all results in Figures 12 to 15 and
Table 3 lead to the conclusion that the proposed PKLD
method outperforms the conventional KSSD and MSD
in terms of damage localization.

As the other comparative study, the aim is to investi-
gate the performances of the PKLD and MSD methods
in the process of damage detection. In this comparison,
it is also evaluated whether the threshold used in the
damage localization is the same for the damage detec-
tion. Accordingly, the methodology of threshold esti-
mation presented in the section ‘‘Damage diagnosis
strategy,’’ which is named here as ‘‘Threshold I,’’ is

Figure 13. Damage localization by the KSSD technique in the
states 10 to 17 by considering 50 test measurements.
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compared with the technique of determining the thresh-
old (‘‘Threshold II’’) based on the 95% confidence inter-
val of the distance quantities obtained from the
undamaged conditions in the training phase.5,11 The
results of damage detection by the PKLD and MSD
techniques are shown in Figures 16 and 17, respectively.
Note that the amounts of ‘‘Threshold I’’ in these figures
are determined by the 95% confidence interval of the

PKLD and MSD values for both the undamaged and
damaged conditions.

For detecting damage via the PKLD method, an effi-
cient approach is to compute the mean of PKLD values
at all sensors for each test measurement. Based on the
results of damage localization in Figures 12 and 15, one
can determine 50 distance quantities in each structural
state. In connection with the problem of damage

Figure 14. Damage localization by the MSD technique in the states 10 to 17.
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detection by the MSD technique, the norms of AR resi-
duals associated with the states 1 to 17 extracted from
the offline and online learning algorithms are used as
the main DSFs. On this basis, the residual norms of the
undamaged conditions construct a training matrix with
the dimension of (450 3 4), while the corresponding
norms regarding the damaged states make a testing
matrix of the dimension of (400 3 4).

As Figures 16 and 17 appear, the process of damage
detection via Threshold I is not satisfactory due to
numerous Type II errors in the damaged states, whereas
it is highly reasonable based on Threshold II. Although
Threshold I provides the reliable results of damage loca-
lization in this study and the other articles,9,39 one can
demonstrate that it is not practical for damage detec-
tion. By considering the accurate results of damage
detection via Threshold II, it is perceived that both the
PKLD and MSD methods can distinguish the states 10
to 17 from the states 1 to 9. This means that these are
capable of detecting the structural damage. However,
the comparison between them reveals that the PKLD is
superior to the MSD due to some Type I errors in the
results of Figure 17.

In addition to damage localization, it would be inter-
esting to perceive whether the proposed PKLD method
can qualitatively estimate the level of damage at the
damaged area. In the laboratory frame, the severity of
damage in the states 10 to 14 increases with the reduc-
tion in the gap between the suspended column and
bumper. Moreover, some structural conditions have
the same damage level such as the states 10, 15, and 16
(i.e. 0.20-mm gap) and the structural conditions 13 and
17 (i.e. 0.10-mm gap). In this regard, Figure 18 shows
the qualitative evaluation of damage severity at the sen-
sor 4 of the states 10 to 17 by using the PKLD values in
that area. Note that the distance values of 50 test mea-
surements are incorporated in this figure.

From this figure, one can observe that the values of
PKLD increase with increasing the damage level from
the states 10 to 14. In all damaged conditions, the state
14 has the largest distance quantities in the sense that it
is equivalent to the highest level of damage severity. In
contrast, the PKLD values of the states 10, 15, and 16
confirm that the lowest level of damage severity belongs
to these conditions resulting from their smaller distance
amounts compared to the other states. Furthermore, it

Table 3. The percentages of Type I errors caused by the PKLD,
KSSD, and MSD in the states 1 to 9.

State No. Method

PKLD KSSD MSD

1 2 17 12
2 3 26 10
3 2.5 16 13
4 3 20 9
5 1.5 18 8
6 3 23 10
7 3.5 19 12
8 2 21 7
9 3 23 9

PKLD: Partition-based Kullback–Leibler Divergence; KSSD:

Kolmogorov–Smirnov Statistical Distance; MSD: Mahalanobis-Squared

Distance.

Figure 15. PKLD quantities of the undamaged structural
conditions (states 1–9) by considering 50 test measurements.
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is clear that these states have the same distance values.
This means that although the environmental conditions
have been considered in the states 15 and 16, their dis-
tance quantities are roughly identical to the corre-
sponding values in the state 10. The similar result can
be seen in the states 13 and 17. Based on the qualitative
evaluation of damage severity, one can deduce that the
proposed PKLD method with the aid of the residuals
extracted from the proposed RBFE approach is effi-
ciently able to estimate the level of damage severity
even under the EOV conditions.

Experimental benchmark model II:
wooden bridge

As another experimental example, the robustness and
efficiency of the proposed methods are verified by a
laboratory truss structure with actual environmental
variability.40 This is a wooden bridge model as shown
in Figure 19. The truss structure was equipped with 15
sensors for measuring acceleration time histories at
three different longitudinal positions. Figure 19(a)
shows the experimental setup, the sensor numbers, and
the measurement directions.

Figure 17. Damage detection by the conventional MSD technique using the norms of the AR residuals associated with the states 1
to 17 based on Threshold I and Threshold II under the 95% confidence interval.

Figure 16. Damage detection by the proposed PKLD method in the states 1 to 17 based on Threshold I and Threshold II under the
95% confidence interval.
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Random excitation was applied to the structure by
an electrodynamic shaker to excite the vertical, trans-
verse, and torsional modes. The acceleration time-
domain responses were comprised of 8192 samples
measured at 32 s with sampling frequency 256 Hz. The
measurements were made during 3 days (May 18, 25,
and 29) including undamaged and damaged cases under
varying environmental conditions caused by tempera-
ture and humidity variations. On this basis, all test
measurements of the first 2 days and a few measure-
ments of May 29 present the normal conditions of the
truss structure.

Damage was simulated by adding a mass point at
the end of the girder close to the sensor 4 on the third
day (please refer to http://users.metropolia.fi/~kullj/ for
more details). The sizes of mass were 23.5, 47.0, 70.5,
123.2, and 193.7 g, each of which reflects a level of
damage severity. Table 4 summarizes and classifies the

undamaged and damaged cases of the wooden bridge.
Note that the only 20 test measurements of the healthy
and damaged conditions are used in the feature extrac-
tion and damage diagnosis. Accordingly, the three
healthy states (i.e. HC1, HC2, and HC3) are utilized as

Figure 18. The qualitative evaluation of damage severity by the PKLD method at the location of damage (sensor 4) for the
structural states 10 to 17.

Figure 19. The wooden truss structure:40 (a) the experimental setup along with the sensor numbers and measurement directions,
and (b) the lateral view.

Table 4. Structural conditions of the wooden bridge.

Day Condition Label Damage
level (g)

May 18 Healthy HC1 –
May 25 Healthy HC2 –
May 29 Healthy HC3 –
May 29 Damaged DC1 23.5

DC2 47.0
DC3 70.5
DC4 123.2
DC5 193.7
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the normal conditions in the training phase. By con-
trast, each of the damaged cases (i.e. DC1–DC5) is con-
sidered as a current structural state (SU) during the
monitoring period.

AR modeling and feature extraction

At first, the LMC hypothesis test is applied to ensure
the stationarity of measured vibration responses. As a
sample, Figure 20 indicates the amounts of QLMC at all
sensors of HC1–HC3 and DC1. Using the 5% signifi-
cance level, the c-value of the test is identical to 0.1460.
It is obvious that the test statistics are very smaller than
the c-value, that is, all acceleration responses of the
wooden bridge are stationary. Similar to the previous
experimental frame, the hypothesis test based on the
third-order moment and Bootstrap technique is applied
to investigate the linearity of the acceleration time his-
tories of the healthy conditions.

Figure 21 illustrates the quantities of QNL and c-val-
ues of the vibration time-domain responses at all sen-
sors of HC1 to HC3 based on the 1st, 5th, 10th, 15th,
and 20th test measurements. In the same way, the num-
bers of third-order moment lags and Bootstrap replica-
tions are set as 5 and 1000, respectively. Furthermore,
the c-values in this figure are obtained by considering
the 5% significance level. The results are clear and
show that all amounts of QNL are smaller than the c-
values. This means that the acceleration responses of
the healthy states in the training phase are linear.
Therefore, the conclusions available in Figures 20 and

21 confirm the sufficiency and accuracy of choosing the
AR model for the process of feature extraction.

For the determination of the AR model order,
Figure 22 illustrates the BIC values at the sensors 4 and
15 in the first test measurement of HC1. In this figure,
the BIC amounts are obtained from 150 sample orders
based on fitting AR(1), . . . , AR(150) to each accelera-
tion response. Among all 150 BIC quantities, the num-
ber with the smallest BIC value is selected as the AR
order. As can be seen, the orders at the sensors 4 and
15 correspond to 100 and 109, respectively. The mean
orders of AR models at some sensors of the wooden
bridge are also shown in Figure 23.

Using the mean orders, the model coefficients of
HC1, HC2, and HC3 are individually estimated by the
non-recursive LS technique based on the first stage of
the proposed RBFE method in an offline manner and
the model residuals are then extracted as the healthy
DSFs. In the following, the AR coefficients in these
cases are sequentially updated by the recursive LS tech-
nique in the online learning algorithm to learn an adap-
tive AR model as an online baseline representation at
each sensor.

Applying this model to the current states of the mon-
itoring phase, the model residuals are extracted as the
DSFs. Figure 24 displays the residual norms of the nor-
mal and damaged conditions, where the samples 1 to 60
belong to the healthy state (i.e. HC1–HC3) and the
remaining 100 samples from 61 to 160 are related to the
damaged conditions (i.e. DC1–DC5). The considerable
increases in the residual norms of the damaged cases in

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 20. The LMC test statistics by using 20 test measurements: (a) HC1, (b) HC2, (c) HC3, and (d) DC1.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 21. Assessment of the linearity of the acceleration time histories in the healthy conditions based on the 1st, 5th, 10th, 15th,
and 20th test measurements: (a) HC1, (b) HC2, and (c) HC3.

(a) (b)

Figure 22. Determination of the AR model order by the BIC method in the first test measurement of HC1: (a) sensor 4 and (b)
sensor 15.
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the monitoring phase clearly demonstrate the sensitivity
of the AR model residuals extracted from the proposed
RBFE method to damage.

Damage diagnosis

Due to the equality of the number of residual sequences
in the truss structure and the previous experimental
model (n = 8192), the sample and partition numbers
correspond to 90 and 91, respectively. Furthermore,
the same amounts for the last partition are achieved.
Afterward, the residual sets regarding HC1 to HC3 are
partitioned by equation (22) without any arrangement
to determine n. As an example, Figure 25 illustrates the
numbers of samples associated with the residual vectors
at some sensors of HC1, which fall into the domains of
the partitions of DC1.

By inserting the amounts of partitioning process into
the equation of PKLD, one can identify the location of
damage in the wooden bridge. The results of damage
localization by considering 20 test measurements are
shown in Figure 26. In a similar way, the mean of dis-
tance quantities between the residual vector of each
current state and all normal conditions is used to locate
damage. Moreover, the dashed lines display the thresh-
old limits calculated by the 95% confidence interval of
the PKLD quantities in DLV. The observations in

Figure 26 clearly demonstrate that the damaged area of
the truss structure is situated at the end of the truss gir-
der near the sensors 4 and 10 (on the top girder). This
is because the PKLD values at these sensors exceed the
threshold limits, while the distance quantities of the
other sensors are under these levels.

By calculating the mean of PKLD values at all sen-
sors for each test measurement in the normal and dam-
aged cases, it is feasible to investigate the capability of

Figure 23. The mean orders of the AR models at some sensors of the wooden bridge in all test measurements.

Figure 24. The sensitivity of the AR model residuals obtained
by the proposed RBFE method to damage in the wooden bridge.
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the PKLD method to detect damage. In order to deter-
mine the distance amounts of the normal conditions,
one assumes that each of them treats as a current state.
On this basis, the adaptive AR model (M̂L) at each sen-
sor is separately fitted to the vibration response in an
effort to extract the model residuals, which is equiva-
lent to êuL. After extracting the residual sets of the
undamaged cases and utilizing the residual datasets
eAA, . . . , eLL of the same cases gained by the offline
learning algorithm, one can determine the PKLD

quantities of HC1 to HC3. The results of damage
detection are illustrated in Figure 27, where each case
consists of 20 PKLD values. In addition, this figure
compares the performances of Threshold I and
Threshold II in detecting damage. The quantity of
Threshold I is based on the 95% confidence interval of
PKLD values associated with all cases, while the
amount of Threshold II is calculated by the same level
of confidence interval according to the distance quanti-
ties of the only undamaged cases.

Figure 25. The amounts of v for the residuals of HC1 at the sensors 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, and 15.
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It is apparent from Figure 27 that the methodology
of Threshold I fails in detecting damage because the dis-
tance amounts of DC1 to DC5 are under the threshold
limit. In other words, one can clearly observe that this
kind of threshold suffers from high Type II errors. By
contrast, it is seen that the technique of Threshold II

provides reliable results of damage detection without
any Type I and Type II errors. Therefore, despite the
accurate results of damage localization via Threshold I,
it is better to apply the technique of Threshold II for
damage detection. Regardless of the threshold limits,
one can perceive that the PKLD method with the aid

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e)

Figure 26. Damage localization by the PKLD method in the wooden bridge: (a) DC1, (b) DC2, (c) DC3, (d) DC4, and (e) DC5.

Figure 27. Damage detection by the proposed PKLD method in all structural conditions based on Threshold I and Threshold II.
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of the AR model residuals extracted from the proposed
RBFE method can distinguish the damaged states from
the normal conditions. This is because there are large
deviations of the PKLD quantities of DC1 to DC5 from
the corresponding distance amounts of HC1 to HC3.

Similar to the previous experimental frame, a quali-
tative evaluation is performed to assess whether the
PKLD method is capable of estimating the level of
damage severity. For this purpose, the distance quanti-
ties of the damaged area located at the sensors 4 and 10
are illustrated in Figure 28.

It is apparent that DC1 and DC5 indicate the lowest
and highest damage levels owing to having the smallest
and largest PKLD quantities, respectively.
Furthermore, the distance values at the damaged area
increase with increasing the level of damage severity
from DC1 to DC5. This is a reasonable result since the
amount of the added mass gradually increases in the
damaged cases as presented in Table 4. Consequently,
one can conclude that the proposed methods have a
great ability to qualitatively estimate the level of dam-
age severity under the actual environmental variability.

Conclusion

In this article, an innovative RBFE approach has ini-
tially been proposed to extract the AR model residuals
as the randomly high-dimensional DSFs. Then, a novel
statistical distance method called PKLD has been pro-
posed to detect and locate damage by using such fea-
tures under the EOV conditions. The accuracy and
robustness of the proposed techniques have experimen-
tally been validated by the well-known and useful
benchmark structures under the simulated and actual

EOV. The stationarity and linearity of the measured
acceleration responses have been investigated by two
hypothesis tests. Comparative studies have also been
conducted to demonstrate the superiority of the pro-
posed methods over some existing state-of-the-art
techniques.

In both the experimental structures, the results have
shown that the vibration responses of the normal con-
ditions in the training phase are stationary and linear.
Under such circumstances, one can choose the time-
invariant linear representations such as the AR model
for feature extraction. In case of the nonlinearity and/
or non-stationarity of data, these kinds of time-series
models are not suitable for feature extraction. Thus, it
is essential to perform an initial data analysis on the
measured vibration responses for evaluating the nature
of data in terms of the linearity and stationarity. In the
process of feature extraction, it has been seen that the
residuals of AR model extracted from the proposed
RBFE method are appropriately sensitive to damage.

For the problem of damage localization, the sensor
location associated with the largest PKLD quantity
greater than the threshold limit (Threshold I) has been
identified as the damaged area. Therefore, the accurate
selection of sensor location is a very important aspect
to identify damage. It has been seen that the proposed
PKLD method is also able to detect damage so that the
distance quantities of the damaged states have the large
deviations from the corresponding values in the normal
conditions. After locating the structural damage, the
qualitative evaluation of damage severity at the dam-
aged area has been shown that the smallest and largest
PKLD amounts are representative of the lowest and
highest damage severity levels, respectively.

(a) (b)

Figure 28. The qualitative evaluation of damage severity by the PKLD method at the damage location in the DC1 to DC5: (a)
sensor 4 and (b) sensor 10.
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The comparative analysis on the efficiency of the
proposed and conventional RBFE techniques has
demonstrated that the online learning algorithm avail-
able in the proposed approach considerably reduces the
computational time and the HDD storage spaces for
the extraction of DSFs. It has been observed that the
recursive estimation approach available in the online
learning algorithm is more efficient in tracking the nor-
mal states for considering all possible EOV conditions
compared to the non-recursive estimation technique of
the offline learning approach. As the other advantage
of the proposed RBFE method, it does not require
identifying the EOV during the monitoring period. The
comparison of PKLD with KSSD has shown that the
former provides more reliable results than the latter,
particularly in the small damage cases. The compara-
tive analysis of the performances of the PKLD and
MSD methods has demonstrated that both of them are
able to detect and locate damage. However, it has been
observed that the proposed PKLD method outper-
forms the conventional MSD technique in detecting
and locating damage due to the availability of some
Type I and Type II errors in the results of damage
detection and localization. Furthermore, it has been
seen that the methodology of threshold estimation for
damage localization (Threshold I) is not reliable and
suitable for damage detection. On this basis, the com-
parative studies in both the experimental structures
have been indicated that it is better to utilize the tech-
nique of Threshold II, which relies upon the 95% confi-
dence interval of the distance values obtained from the
normal conditions in the training phase, for damage
detection. Eventually, one can conclude that the pro-
posed RBFE and PKLD methods are time-saving and
efficient tools for feature extraction and damage diag-
nosis with promising and reliable results in extracting
the DSFs as well as detecting and locating damage
under different EOV conditions.
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